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Course Description:

We will be concerned with questions which connect — or purport to connect —
the nature of human psychology with ethical theory. How do human beings think
about ethics? How should we think about our own moral choices and those of others?
What psychological characteristics must a good moral agent have? What psychological
characteristics do evil agents possess? How do we evaluate our own moral characters and
those of others? How should we assess them? Do human beings even qualify as moral
agents?

The course will focus on three or four central issues in moral psychology. Topics
might include character; emotion; sympathy and empathy; self, agency and responsibility;
autonomy and self-respect; moral education and development; mental illness; intention;
will and weakness of will; virtues and vices; ethical deliberation; motivation; reasons;
perfection. Discussion will be informed, as appropriate, by both classical and contempor-
ary philosophy, including feminist approaches, and empirical work in experimental and
clinical psychology.

Goals:

The course is designed to enable you to acquire a thorough understanding of a range
of debates in contemporary moral psychology, including an understanding of classic
philosophical treatments of the issues and classic psychology experiments pertaining to
them as appropriate, and to equip you to argue for and against positions in current
debates on these topics.

By the end of this course, you should be able to demonstrate:
• knowledge, understanding and critical evaluation of:

• central questions in moral psychology and key positions addressing them;
• relevant empirical findings and discussions of their philosophical implications;

• the ability to:
• constructively discuss these issues with others;
• raise critical questions, evaluate arguments and formulate and defend theses

about these issues clearly and concisely in speech and writing.
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Course Structure:

Most of the timetabled teaching slots will be used for seminars. Each student will
attend two weekly meetings. The first will be two-hour session attended by all students.
The second will be a one-hour session in a smaller group. Both sessions will normally
involve seminar discussions of assigned readings. Occasionally, the two-hour session will
either include, or take the form of, a lecture.

Prerequisites:

At least one of:

• SE4382 Philosophy of Mind

• SE4373 Modern Moral Philosophy

It will be assumed that you know how to present and critically analyse a philosophical
argument, and that you understand when and how to acknowledge the work of others.

Texts:

With the exception of my own paper, all core readings are included in a course reader
available from Blackwells. One session in week 9 will focus on a paper which I am
currently working on and this will be circulated nearer the time.

A copy of the reader will be available in the library for reference.
Further readings are not included in the reader to keep costs down. These should

be available from the library. Please let me know if you have difficulty obtaining any
material.

Course Requirements:

A 20 credit module provided during a single semester is expected to require about 13
hours of work per week (6.5 hours for a 10 credit module). The bulk of this work must
necessarily take place outside the classroom.

Most class sessions will consist of seminar discussion of the assigned readings. Keeping
up with the reading is essential. You should set aside at least six hours per week, in
two or three blocks, to carefully read in preparation for discussion. In order to help
you prepare for class and to facilitate focused discussion, questions will be circulated in
advance. You should answer these questions in writing as part of your preparation and
bring your answers to class.

• Preparation for, attendance at and participation in one two-hour weekly session:

Tuesdays 12:10–14:00 (including a ten minute break) 1.29 Humanities
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• Preparation for, attendance at and participation in one one-hour weekly session:

either Tuesdays 15:10–16:00 1.49 Humanities
or Tuesdays 16:10–17:00 1.49 Humanities

You will be asked to sign up for a session at the beginning of the course and
should then attend the same session throughout the semester.

• Formative assessment:

— One paper of up to 4,000 words on a topic selected from a list of at least four.
— This is not mandatory but you are strongly advised to take the opportunity to

develop and receive feedback on your ideas about the topics we are discussing.
— Submission via Learning Central.

• Summative assessment:

— One take-home written exam to be scheduled during the summer exam period.
This will consist of at least six questions of which you will be required to
answer two. Details and a list of sample questions for review will be available
in due course.

— Submission via Learning Central.

Environment:

If something occurs which you feel negatively affected your ability to learn, please do
not hesitate to discuss the matter with me. If you have any disability which may affect
your ability to succeed in the class, please discuss the matter with me as soon as possible.
I will be happy to discuss any accommodations you may require.

I expect all those involved in my classes to respect each other.

Academic Integrity:

Plagiarism, a particularly awful breach of academic integrity, is always unacceptable
and will not be tolerated in this course.

It is your responsibility to ensure that you know and understand what constitutes
academic dishonesty. If you are unsure or have any questions, please do not hesitate to
speak with me.
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Provisional Class Schedule

You should do the listed preparation before the class for which it is assigned. This
requires reading the assigned material and preparing answers to the discussion questions
provided. (No questions for the first week.)

Week 1: 31 Jan Situation and Character
first Presentation: Milgram’s Obedience Experiment
second Harman, Moral philosophy meets social

psychology: virtue ethics and the fundamental
attribution error

(1999)

Week 2: 7 Feb Defending Character
first Sreenivasan, Errors about errors: virtue theory

and trait attribution
(2002)

Kamtekar, Situationism and virtue ethics on the
content of our character

(2004)

second Sabini and Silver, Lack of character?
Situationism critiqued

(2005)

Week 3: 14 Feb Persons, Reasons & Character
first Williams, Persons, character and morality (1981)
second Moreau, Reasons and character (2005)

Week 4: 21 Feb Free Will & Persons
first Frankfurt, Freedom of the will and the concept

of a person
(1971)

second Strawson, Freedom and resentment (1962)

Week 5: 28 Feb Willing & Intending
first Kennett and Smith, Frog and Toad lose control (1996)
second Velleman, What good is a will? (2007)

— Reading week —
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Week 6: 13 Mar Persons, Reasons & Automaticity
first Doris, Skepticism about persons (2009)
second Snow, Habitual virtuous actions and

automaticity
(2006)

Week 7: 20 Mar Intentions, Reasons & Actions
first Velleman, The guise of the good (1992)
second Blackburn, How emotional is the virtuous

person?
(2002)

23 Mar Paper for formative feedback due by noon.

Week 8: 27 Mar Love, Agency & Morality
first Velleman, Love as a moral emotion (1999)
second Whisnant, Woman centered: a feminist ethic of

responsibility
(2004)

— Easter break —

Week 9: 24 Apr Problems with Perfection
first Wolf, Moral saints (1982)
second Rees, A problem with moral perfection (circulated)

Week 10: 1 May Illness, Character & Vice
first Arpaly, How it is not “just like diabetes”:

mental disorders and the moral psychologist
(2005)

second Taylor, ‘Deadly Vices’ (2006, ch. 2)

Take-home examination to be scheduled during official examination period.
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